INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is to determine the features of indicators of severity and features of accentuated personality traits in men with various forms of eczema. On the basis of the Military Medical Clinical Center of the Central Region and the Department of Dermatology and Venereal Diseases with a postgraduate course in National Pirogov Memorial Medical University, Vinnytsya, a survey of men of the first adult age (22-35 years) with true (n=34, including 16 with mild and 18 with severe course) and microbial (n=38, including 28 with mild and 10 with severe course) eczema was conducted. The diagnosis of eczema was performed according to the nomenclature of ICD-10. All men with the help of personality questionnaires were assessed by the severity and features of accentuated personality traits by Shmishek. Statistical data processing was performed in the license package "Statistica 5.5" using non-parametric methods of evaluation of the obtained results. The control group of subjects revealed the following percentage distribution of types of accentuation: hyperthymic - in 37.80 %; stuck - in 1.22 %; emotional - in 1.22 %; pedantic - in 3.66 %; anxious - in 1.22 %; cyclothymic - in 10.98 %; demonstrative - in 3.66 %; excitable - in 7.14 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 14.63 %. In patients with true eczema of mild course: hyperthymic - in 43.75 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 0 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 6.25 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - 6.25 %. In patients with true eczema of severe course: hyperthymic - in 83.33 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - 5.56 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 5.56 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 11.11 %. In patients with microbial eczema: hyperthymic - in 53.57 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 7.14 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 3.57 %; demonstrative - in 0 %; excitable - in 7.14 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 7.14 %; in patients with severe microbial eczema: hyperthymic - in 40.00 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 10.00 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 0 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - 10.00 %. Thus, the active use in everyday practice of interviewing and psychological testing of character accentuation are the most important components of adequate assessment of psycho-emotional status of patients with various forms and severity of eczema, which opens prospects for psychophrophylaxis and finding the right ways of correction. Thus, in patients with different forms and severity of eczema, the predominance of accentuation of the nature of the hyperthymic type was established. This allows us to consider this type of accentuation as one of the important criteria for assessing the patient's motivation to see a dermatologist and adherence to treatment, to identify weaknesses in his character, to predict factors that can cause decompensation or psychogenic reactions accompanied by maladaptation.
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, there is a growing interest in research to study the individual psychological characteristics of patients with various dermatoses. It is important to study the peculiarities of the patient's perception of his position depending on the disease in the context of its value systems, capabilities, plans, etc. [1, 3, 2, 14]. Intense pace of life, increasing emotional load requires significant nervous and intellectual effort. These are the so-called "scissors" that occur between a person's natural adaptive capacity and living conditions, which leads to an increase in the incidence of chronic dermatoses, among which eczema occupies a prominent place [15].

Studies conducted in our country are aimed primarily at studying the influence of psycho-emotional factors in prolonged forms of dermatosis, as well as the development of methods of psychotherapeutic and pharmacological correction of these disorders [8, 10, 12]. Foreign colleagues mainly treat eczema in terms of classical psychosomatics. This is dermatosis, which is based on a bodily reaction to the conflict experience, associated with morphologically established changes and pathological disorders in the skin and its derivatives [2, 7, 13]. Analysis of these literature sources allows us to conclude about the different interpretation of the nature of psycho-personal changes in patients with eczema. However, from whatever perspective we look at this issue, it is important to remember that understimating the mental state of patients can lead to unwarranted prescribing of medications and procedures. And if you do not take into account the emotional factor in skin diseases, the nature of the patients, then for most of them therapeutic care will be ineffective.

The purpose of the work - to determine the features of indicators of severity and features of accentuated personality traits in men with various forms of eczema.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

On the basis of the Military Medical Clinical Center of the Central Region and the Department of Dermatology and Venereal Diseases with a postgraduate course in National Pirogov Memorial Medical University, Vinnytsya, a survey of men of the first adult age (22-35 years) with true (n=34, including 16 with mild and 18 with severe course) and microbial (n=38, including 28 with mild and 10 with severe course) eczema was conducted. The diagnosis of eczema was performed according to the nomenclature of ICD-10. All men with the help of personality questionnaires were assessed by the severity and features of accentuated personality traits by Shmishek. Statistical data processing was performed in the license package "Statistica 5.5" using non-parametric methods of evaluation of the obtained results. The control group of subjects revealed the following percentage distribution of types of accentuation: hyperthymic - in 37.80 %; stuck - in 1.22 %; emotional - in 1.22 %; pedantic - in 3.66 %; anxious - in 1.22 %; cyclothymic - in 10.98 %; demonstrative - in 3.66 %; excitable - in 7.14 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 14.63 %. In patients with true eczema of mild course: hyperthymic - in 43.75 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 0 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 6.25 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - 6.25 %. In patients with true eczema of severe course: hyperthymic - in 83.33 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - 5.56 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 5.56 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 11.11 %. In patients with microbial eczema: hyperthymic - in 53.57 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 7.14 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 3.57 %; demonstrative - in 0 %; excitable - in 7.14 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 7.14 %. In patients with severe microbial eczema: hyperthymic - in 40.00 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 10.00 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 0 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - 10.00 %. Thus, the active use in everyday practice of interviewing and psychological testing of character accentuation are the most important components of adequate assessment of psycho-emotional status of patients with various forms and severity of eczema, which opens prospects for psychophrophylaxis and finding the right ways of correction. Thus, in patients with different forms and severity of eczema, the predominance of accentuation of the nature of the hyperthymic type was established. This allows us to consider this type of accentuation as one of the important criteria for assessing the patient's motivation to see a dermatologist and adherence to treatment, to identify weaknesses in his character, to predict factors that can cause decompensation or psychogenic reactions accompanied by maladaptation.
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survey of men of the first adult age (22-35 years) with true (n=34, including 16 with mild and 18 with severe course) and microbial (n=38, including 28 with mild and 10 with severe course) eczema was conducted.

The diagnosis of eczema was performed according to the nomenclature ICD-10 (https://zakononline.com.ua/documents/show/116857_531218). All men with the help of personality questionnaires were assessed by the severity and features of accentuated personality traits by Shmishek [4].

Statistical data processing was performed in the license package "Statistica 5.5" using non-parametric methods of evaluation of the obtained results. The reliability of the difference between the values between the independent quantitative values was determined using the Mann-Whitney U-test.

**Results. Discussion**

In working with the patient, the doctor should rely on such personality traits that are invariable and relatively stable. It is important to know not so much the typology of the attitude to treatment, as the typology of the patient's personality and his character. Character, as we know, is a personal ground, a stable property of the individual, which is inherited, not formed in the process of socialization [6, 16].

Among the existing approaches and typologies that are quite correct to use in the daily practice of the doctor, we can consider the typology of Karl Leonhard "Accentuated personalities", which was formulated by its author, taking into account the vast experience in the clinic of neurosis. Shmishek's personal questionnaire is a valid and reliable method of diagnosing character accentuations, which can be used by a doctor at the same time as determining by external manifestations to which type of character accentuation a patient can be assigned. K. Leonhard described 12 types of character accentuations: demonstrative, stuck, meticulous, exciting, hyperthymic, dysthyemic, anxious, cyclothymic, exalted, emotional, extroverted and introverted [5, 11].

We analyzed the results of determining the characteristics of indicators of severity and features of accentuated personality traits in men with various forms of eczema. We found that:

- **the rate of accentuation of the character of the hyperthymic type according to Shmishek** was significantly (p<0.05-0.001) higher in patients with true eczema of severe course (21.00±2.30 points) compared with the control group (17.45±4.52 points), patients with true eczema of mild course (14.80±8.37 points) and microbial eczema of severe course (18.30±2.98 points);

- **the percentage of persons with no accentuation of character by hyperthymic type** was significantly (p<0.05-0.001) lower in patients with true eczema of severe course (0 %) compared with healthy subjects (23.17 %), patients with true (37.5 %) and microbial (21.43 %) eczema of mild course. The percentage of persons with the presence of character accentuation by hyperthymic type was significantly (p<0.05-0.001) higher in patients with true eczema of severe course (83.33 %) compared with healthy subjects (37.80 %), patients with true (43.75 %) and microbial (53.57%) eczema of mild course and microbial eczema of severe course (40.0 %);

- **the rate of accentuation of the nature of the stuck type according to Shmishek** is significantly (p<0.05) higher in patients with true eczema of severe course (14.00±2.47 points) compared with patients with true eczema of mild course (11.73±2.71 points);**

- **the rate of accentuation of the character of the anxiety type according to Shmishek** is significantly (p<0.05-0.01) lower in patients with true eczema of severe course (5.333±2.196 points) compared with the control group (9.220±5.493 points) and tends to lower values compared with patients on the truth of eczema of mild course (8.533±4.838 points);

- **the percentage of people with no character accentuation by anxiety type** is significantly (p<0.05-0.01) higher in patients with true severe eczema (100 %) compared with healthy subjects (76.83 %) and tends (p=0.063-0.060) to higher values of patients with true (81.25 %) and microbial (89.29 %) eczema of mild course;

- **the rate of accentuation of the character of the cyclothymic type according to Shmishek** was significantly (p<0.05 in both cases) higher in the control groups (12.29±3.91 points) compared with patients with true eczema (11.78±3.62 points), and severe microbial eczema (10.60±2.99 points);

- **the percentage of people with no accentuation of character by anxiety type** was significantly (p<0.05 in all cases) higher in patients with true (83.33 %) and microbial (90.0 %) severe eczema compared with healthy subjects (53.66 %);

- **the rate of accentuation of the character of the excitable type according to Shmishek** was significantly (p<0.01-0.001) higher in the control groups (12.40±5.27 points) compared with patients with true eczema (7.533±3.944 points) and microbial eczema (8.464±4.903 points) of mild course and true eczema (6.833±4.091 points) and microbial eczema (6.900±5.109 points) of severe course;

- **the percentage of persons with no accentuation of the character of the excitable type** is significantly (p<0.05-0.001) higher in patients with true eczema of mild (87.5 %) and severe (100 %) course, patients with microbial eczema of the mild (89.29 %) and severe (90.0 %) course compared with healthy subjects (54.88 %);

- **the percentage of people with no accentuation of the character on the demonstrative type** is significantly (p<0.05-0.001) lower in patients with true eczema of mild course (68.75 %) compared with healthy subjects (90.24 %) and patients with microbial eczema of mild course (96.43 %) and tends to (p=0.058-0.061) lower values compared with patients with true (94.44 %) and microbial (100 %) severe eczema. The percentage of people with the presence of...
character accentuation by the demonstrative type was significantly (p<0.05) higher in patients with true eczema of mild (6.25 %) course compared with healthy subjects (0 %).

According to the indicator of accentuation of the character of emotional, pedantic, demonstrative, dysthymic and exalted type, no significant differences and tendencies of differences were established between different groups of subjects.

The control group of subjects revealed the following percentage distribution of types of accentuation: hyperthymic - in 37.80 %; stuck - in 1.22 %; emotional - in 1.22 %; pedantic - in 3.66 %; anxious - in 1.22 %; cyclothymic - in 10.98 %; demonstrative - in 3.66 %; excitable - in 7.32 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 14.63 %.

In patients with true eczema of mild course: hyperthymic - in 43.75 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 0 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 6.25 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 6.25 %; exalted type - 6.25 %.

In patients with true eczema of severe course: hyperthymic - in 83.33 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 5.56 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 5.56 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 11.11 %.

In patients with mild microbial eczema: hyperthymic - in 53.57 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 7.14 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 3.57 %; demonstrative - in 0 %; excitable - in 7.14 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - in 7.14 %.

In patients with severe microbial eczema: hyperthymic - in 40.00 %; stuck - in 0 %; emotional - in 0 %; meticulous - in 10.00 %; anxious - in 0 %; cyclothymic - in 0 %; demonstrative - in 0 %; excitable - in 0 %; dysthymic - in 0 %; exalted type - 10.00 %.

Thus, the predominance of accentuation of the character of the hyperthymic type among the studied all comparison groups was established. This type of character accentuation is characterized by restlessness, mobility, sociability and restlessness, high spirits. The desire to be active is combined with frivolity and indiscipline. In the case of the disease, hyperthymic individuals do not consult a doctor for a long time and believe that the disease will pass itself, they do not have time for treatment. When they get to the hospital, they cannot sit still for a long time, do not follow the regime and silence in the ward, entertain and encourage others [9]. Knowledge of these personality traits of patients with eczema allows you to properly build a conversation and relationship with him, determine the nature of the internal picture of the disease and plan psychotherapeutic tactics.

Conclusions and prospects for further development

1. In patients with different forms and severity of eczema, the predominance of accentuation of the nature of the hyperthymic type was established. This allows us to consider this type of accentuation as one of the important criteria for assessing the patient's motivation to see a dermatologist and adherence to treatment, to identify weaknesses in his character, to predict factors that can cause decompensation or psychogenic reactions accompanied by maladaptation.

The conducted researchers are theoretical basis for the development of a comprehensive treatment of eczema with the correction of the psychological state of patients.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE AMOUNT OF VARIABILITY ELEMENTS AND ACCENTUATEDNESS OF ACQUITY-INDUCED RISKS OF PATIENTS WITH ECZEMA

Al' Omari, M., Al- Ama, O., Aam, A. Amad

Annotation. The work is focused on the variability of the magnitude of the severity and accentuatedness of the eczema of patients. The investigation included the following forms of eczema: hyper-egalitarian, hyper-emotional, hyper-tragic, hyper-mikrobiological, and others.

Methods. The study involved 150 patients, aged 18-45 years, with various forms of eczema. The diagnosis of eczema was performed according to the criteria of the Munich Criteria System of the World Health Organization.

Results. The study found a predominance of the accentuated type of personality in patients with various forms and stages of eczema.

Conclusions. The results of the study open up prospects for psychological and psychiatric prevention.